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In large securenetworks where eachnode needs to have the
capability to communicate securelywith every other node, the
key storage requirement can become a significant problem.
Various authors have suggestedmethods for using combinatorial and algebraic techniques to ease this storage problem.
However, the use of such schemescan result in an unacceptable reduction of security. Therefore in this paper we list some
formal requirements for a key distribution schemeand show
that one of the proposed schemesfails to satisfy them.
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Introduction
In a large network which requires the capability of
secure end to end communication between every
pair of users, key managementcan become a very
significant problem. We consider here the situation where conventional ("symmetric" or "private
key") cryptographic techniques are to be used. In
such a network every p~ of users requires a
common secret key to secure their communications, and means need to be provided for the
generation, distribution and storage of such keys.
More formally, suppose N terminals are connected in a network, and each pair of terminals
needs to have the capability for securecoinmunications. Thus each pair of terminals needsto have
in: commona secretkey. Unless a reduction scheme
is adopted, this requires each terminal to store a
unique key for use with each other terminal; this
entails the storageof (N -I)L bits at eachterminal, where L is the number of bits in eachkey. As
Jansen has pointed out in a recent paper [3], if
N = 10,000 and L = 150, then each terminal requires a storage capacity of 1.5 megabits. Combinatorial and algebraic techniques have been proposed [1-3] for reducing this rather large storage
requirement. Their basic idea involves distributing
sets of "subkeys" to eachuser, which can then be
combined to provide keys between every pair of

users.
In general,the introduction of sucha schemeis
likely to have security implications, and it is ab-
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solutely crucial that they are fully investigated so
that the reduction in key storagedoes not result in
an unacceptable loss of security. In particular, if
two or more users pool the subkeysthat they have,
then it could become possible for them to deduce
the keys being used by other pairs of terminals in
the network.
In the next section w~ discuss some general
requirements for subkey systemsof this type and
then examine Jansen's proposed scheme in this
light. Our conclusions are that for this schemethe
reduction in security level is undesirable. It is
important to be aware of the fact that other
schemescan be constructed which do not have all
these drawbacks. Researchis continuing in this
important area which will provide a variety of
suchschemes,,theselectionof which canbe tailored
to fit the requirements of individual networks.

2. General Requirements
In order to state the requirements for a subkey
system we need to discuss in a little more detail
what we mean by such a system. Basically, we
assumethat each network node is provided with a
set of subkeys, together with a list of instructions
on how to combine these subkeys in order to
obtain the key to be used for securingcommunications with any other node. For the purposes of
this discussion it is reasonable to assume that
these lists and the function used to combine the
subkeys are publicly known, and it is just the
values of the subkeys themselveswhich are kept
secret.
From this it should be clear that we need a
method for producing the lists, together with a set
of criteria which must be satisfied by the chosen
lists. We now consider these selection criteria.
Before proceeding note that although this model
fits precisely with Jansen's scheme [3], the Blom
model [1,2] is a little more complex in that it
assumesthe existence of an algebraic structure
operating on the set of subkeys; we do not consider that type of system further here.
First and foremost, the set of subkeys used to
make up the key for securing communications
between network nodes A and B should never be
equal to the set of subkeys required to construct
the key to be used by nodes C and D unless
A = C and B = D, i.e. every pair of users should

have a unique key. This is not a completelyprecise
statementunlesswe make clear whether or not the
key to be used by node A to securetraffic sent to
node B is to be distinct from that used by B to
secure traffic to A. In our general discussionwe
only needprovide for one key to be used by nodes
A and B since, if necessary,this single key could
be "split in half' to provide I!. key for traffic in
each direction.
Note that we have not assumedthat the set of
subkeys used by node A to construct the key for
securing traffic to node B is equal to the set of
subkeysheld in common by A and B. However, it
is clearly necessary for the subkeys used to be
contained within the common subset.
Secondly, it is normally crucial that the key to
be used by A and B for securecommunications is
not known by any other network node. In a
subkey system such as described above, this implies that the complete set of subkeys used by A
and B to construct their common key is known to
no other node. If we denote the set of subkeys
held at A by (A), then a necessarycondition for
this to be true is that:
( A) n (B) c ( C) iff A = C or B = C.
A third potential threat might arise from the
fact that two nodes could pool their subkeys in an
attempt to deduce some of the other keys being
used on the network. Then a necessarycondition
for their attack to be prevented is that:
(A) n (B) C (C) U (D)
iff at least one of A = C, A =D, B= C, B=D
holds. It is then straightforward to generalisethis
condition to ensure that the systemis resistant to
attacks by up to w nodes pooling their subkeys,
and this topic will be discussedfurther in a future
paper.

3. The JansenSystem
In this system [3], the storage requirement is considerably reduced by dividing the set of all terminals into a number of subsets,then dividing each
subsetinto smaller subsets,and so on, producing
an "n-level" scheme,given that the partitioning
process taken place n -1 times. The assumption
is that all subsetsof a set have the same size. To
complete the scheme, n sets of subkeysare intro-
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duced, one for each level of the scheme.Each user
is supplied with a different selection of these
subkeys, and the key to be used by a pair of
terminals is made up from the composition of
subkeysheld in common by this pair of terminals.
More formally, having chosen the number of
levels for the scheme,the degreeof the partitioning at each level needs to be decided; let ri represent the number of subsetsof a set at level i of the
partitioning process.Then eachterminal is given a
label which consistsof an n-tuple (aI' a2'...' an),
where 1 ~ ai ~ ri (1 ~ i ~ n), and this implies that
N (the total number of terminals) equals the product rl. r2 ...rn. For every i (1 ~ i ~ n) a set of ri2
subkeysis defined, Ki(s, t) say(1 ~ s, t ~ ri)' such
that, given s < t, Ki(s, t) is distinct from the
Ki(t, s). Each terminal (aI' a2'..'" an) is then
supplied with keys Ki(ai' m)andKi(m, ai)where1
~ m ~ ri and 1 ~ i ~ n.
We now see that each terminal needs to retain
2(rl +r2+ ...+rn)-n
keys instead of rl.r2...
rn-1. The key to be used by terminal A =
(aI' a2'...' an) to communicate with terminal B
= (bl, b2,..., bn) is then a composition of the
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formal description above relates to the example in
Jansen's paper [3]. In this example: n = 2, rl = r2
= 4 and hence N = 4 X 4 = 16. Using the languageof [3] we must write gtu for Kl(t, u), Stufor
K 2( t, u), and assignlabel 7; to terminal (v, w) iff
i ~ 4( v-I) + w. Then the key used by terminal T1
(i.e. terminal (1, 1)) to communicate with terminal
T14(i.e. (4, 2)) is made fromsubkeys K1(1, 4) and
K2(1, 2), i.e. g14 and S12.Similarly the key used
by terminal T2= (1, 2) to communicate with T13=
(4,1) is made from the subkeys K1(1, 4) = g14and
K2(2, 1) = S21.Jansen points out that these keys
are distinct, but although this is true, as we have
already observed,both g14and S21are also known
to Tl and T14.

Conclusions

In this paper we have drawn attention to the fact
that, although reductions in key storage require-ments
are clearly desirable, they should not be
undertaken at the expenseof security. We haveidentified
criteria at least some of which must be
satisfied in order to produce a subkey system of
satisfactory security level. Although these are not
the only possible criteria, it is clear that somerequirem
are fundamental. It is certainly true
that systems can be constructed which meet a
stringent set of criteria and still offer the potential
for considerable savings in key storage space. Ingeneral,
the more stringent the set of criteria met
by the system, the less is the potential for savingstorage
space.In a future paper we will describearange
of possible solutions, giving the systemdesigner a choice of security level with corresponding levels of storage saving.

subkeys KI(al, hI), K2(a2, b2),..., Kn(an, bn).
It is not hard to seethat this provides for a unique
key to be used by every pair of users (indeed by
every ordered pair of users),thus meeting the first
criterion above.
Now consider the key to be used by terminal
A*=(bl,
a2, a3,...,an) to communicate with
terminal B* = (aI' b2, b3,..., bn). By our definition above this is then made up from the composition of the subkeys: KI(bl, al), K2(a2,
b2),..., Kn(an, bn), which is certainly distinct
from the key used to communicate between A and
B since we assumed that Ki(s, t) is always distinct from Ki(t, s). However, it is clear from the
definitions above that KI(bl, al) is known to
both terminals A and B, and hence A and B bothhave
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